BIODIVERSITY
WORKSHOP

NEW EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME

You will take a deep dive into the concept of biodiversity
and learn more about the origin, behaviour, and
ecology of exotic birds from the Aves del Paraíso show
at PortAventura Park from a unique point of view. A
biologist who specialises in these fantastic creatures
will show you live specimens and demonstrate some
of their skills and fascinating characteristics.
In addition, it will teach the importance of protecting
the diversity of species and conserving their natural
habitats and, as if that were not enough, you will discover
some of the ecosystems present in PortAventura Park.
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For a more sustainable

ZERO WASTE
WORKSHOP

If you want to enrich your trip through the
worlds of PortAventura Park, don't miss our
new EcoEduca educational programme. It is a
unique offering that combines learning and fun
and takes our environmental commitment one
step further. With this programme, we want to bring
educational values to your PortAventura World visit
and promote behaviours that encourage greater respect
for the environment and a more sustainable future for
everyone.

Two
workshops:

50-minute
educational
workshops

This workshop is a space for reflection on
the environmental impact caused by waste
and how we can live without generating it.
We will show you how we are eliminating
single-use plastics at PortAventura World
and you will learn about new materials
and alternatives that we are testing to
minimise the generation of waste.
In this workshop, you will also discover how
to use materials in a sustainable manner
to bring us closer to the circular economy:
from obtaining raw materials and resources
(renewable and non-renewable) to reducing
waste, reusing materials and recycling.

For primary
and secondary
school pupils

BIODIVERSITY
ZERO WASTE

Advance booking:

limited places

With fun and interactive
activities

LEARNING, FUN...AND MUCH MORE!
The PortAventura educational programme complements the syllabus taught during
the primary and secondary school years with practical and interactive workshops
that make it easier for students to assimilate information. Workshops last 50
minutes and are delivered by experts in each of the areas explored.
Sustainable development is the main concept of EcoEduca's two educational
workshops. In each one, key skills are developed in accordance with the academic
curriculum and the areas in which the students can take action to help build a more
sustainable society.

BOOK ECOEDUCA
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST!
Buy the tickets for your group and send an
e-mail to ecoeduca@portaventura.es
to add EcoEduca at no additional cost.
We recommend that you book in
advance as places are limited.
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